
WSTIMS For Windows
Fix List

Status Priority
Program
Version Component Issue Notes

Closed H 7.1.0.16 Registration Consider highlighting a skier's name in red 
when they are marked as 'Not Ready to Ski'

If a skier is marked as "Not Eligible 
to Participate" the skier name is 
highlighted in bold red.  If the skier 
is marked as withdrawn the skier 
name is highlighted in salmon 
color.

Closed L 7.1.0.16 Slalom Entry Need better checks to determine if WSC is 
active

Added functionality to check when 
the window is loaded and when 
each a skier is selected if it shows 
as not connected.

Closed L 7.1.0.16 Jump Entry Need better checks to determine if WSC is 
active

Added functionality to check when 
the window is loaded and when 
each a skier is selected if it shows 
as not connected.

Closed H 7.1.0.16 Jump Boat Path Report Can we include the boat path selected (S, 
S1,S2, etc) and the distance in meters 
which will come from WSTIM (Scorer). 
Maybe added in after the 4 column (Pass #)
The Deviation # are the Deviation from 
SPLIT regardless of the Rover setting, 
which is good.  
I think it would be nice to know what the 
skier selected and the distance (meter only) 
for reference.
If you need space, i don't think Class R/L is 
important

Question for WILL,  should we call DEV 
52M/82M/41M what it is (DEV NT, DEV MT, 
DEV ET)

Added skier path and jump meter 
distance to boat path report.  
Updated 82M and 41M labels to 
MT and ET
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Closed M 7.1.0.16 Registration Up until last year I was able to enter one 
skier twice in the Registration. Today I 
cannot.  
For example last year
Round 1 I skied in Intl Women L2
Round 2 I skied in W4 
I do this because the top speeds are 
different.

You can still add an individual to 
multiple divisions.  However this 
must be done by first changing the 
existing tournament registration to 
the internaiona division, then re-
add the skier using their default age 
gorup.

Closed H 7.1.0.16 Slalom Entry Not identifying and handling protected score 
when mandatory reride is required for boat 
path deviation

Fixed handling of re-rides for boat 
path deviations
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